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Effect of Geometrical Parameters on the Mixing Performance
of Cantilevered Ramp Injectors

Bernard Parent¤ and Jean P. Sislian†

University of Toronto, Downsview, Ontario M3H 5T6, Canada

A cantilevered ramp fuel-injection strategy is considered as a means to deliver rapid mixing for use in scramjets
and shock-induced combustion ramjets (shcramjets). The primary objective is to perform parametric studies of
the injector array spacing, injection angle, and sweeping angle at a convective Mach number of 1.5. Analysis
of the three-dimensional steady-state hypersonic � ow� elds is accomplished through the WARP code, using the
Yee–Roe � ux-limitingscheme and the Wilcox k-! turbulence model, along with the Wilcox dilatationaldissipation
correction. A closer array spacing is shown to increase signi� cantly the mixing ef� ciency in the near � eld, and a
direct relationship between initial fuel/air contact surface and mixing ef� ciency growth is apparent. A change in
the injector angle from 4 to 16 deg induces a 9% augmentation in the mixing ef� ciency but more than a twofold
increase in the thrust potential losses. A sweeping angle of ¡3.5 deg is observed to result into signi� cantly better
fuel penetration, translating into a 28% increase in the mixing ef� ciency for a sweep angle decreased from 3.5 to
¡3.5 deg. It is observed that an air cushion between the wall and the hydrogen is suf� ciently thick to prevent fuel
penetrating the boundary layer when 1) the fuel is injected at an angle of »10 deg or more, 2) an array spacing of
at least the height of the injector is used, and 3) a swept ramp con� guration is avoided.

Nomenclature
A = area
a = speed of sound
c = mass fraction
Fpot = thrust potential
h = enthalpy
j = .° ¡ 1/=°
k = turbulence kinetic energy
Ld = distance between injectors
L f = length of incoming � at plate prior to injection
M = Mach number
Mc = convective Mach number, .q1 ¡ q2/=.a1 C a2/
Mt = turbulent Mach number,

p
.2k/=a

Pm = mass � ow rate
P = pressure
P? = effective pressure, P C 2

3
½k

q = magnitude of the velocity vector
R = gas constant
T = temperature
u = velocity component along x
x; y; z = Cartesian coordinates
yC = nondimensionalwall distance, .y=¹/

p
.½¿w/

° = ratio of the speci� c heats
´m = mixing ef� ciency
µc = injector compression angle
µe = injector expansion angle
¹ = viscosity
½ = density
¿w = shear stress at the wall
8.P±/ = thrust potential term function of P±

8.T ±/ = thrust potential term function of T ±
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Á = equivalence ratio
Ã = sweeping angle
! = speci� c dissipation rate

Subscripts

a = engine inlet
b = station of interest
c = engine outlet

Superscripts

R = reacting
S = stoichiometric
? = sum of the molecular and turbulent counterparts
± = stagnation

Introduction

S UPERSONIC combustion ramjets (scramjets) and shock-
inducedcombustionramjets1 (shcramjets)differfromtheir ram-

jet counterpart by maintaining the � ow supersonic throughout the
engine.Although this is bene� cial to the performanceof the engine
in the hypersonic range by avoiding the excessive losses associ-
ated with � ow deceleration,a high � ow speed necessarily induces a
short residence time of the air particles � owing through the differ-
ent components.Consequently,onechallengingtask associatedwith
the designof supersoniccombustionengines is the proper mixingof
the fuel with the incoming air, a process that must be accomplished
typically in under 1 ms.

Adding to the challenge is the well-known reduction in growth
of the compressible turbulent mixing layer associated with a high
convective Mach number.2 This prevents a parallel mixing con� g-
uration relying purely on a high velocity difference between the
air and the fuel from being competitive. Further, a very high con-
vective Mach number induces appreciable total pressure losses.3 A
mixing strategy that is thought to be considerablybetter is through
the use of ramp injectors, as � rst suggested by Marble et al.4 and
Waitzet al.5 Ramp injectorsarebene� cial to themixingperformance
by creating axial vortices, which increase the fuel penetration and
the fuel/air contact surface. Nonetheless, ramp-injectors are also
subject to reduced turbulencegrowth caused by compressibility ef-
fects, even at low convective Mach numbers,6 because of the high
local shear stresses inducedby the streamwise vortices.A variant to
the conventionalramp-injectormodel, named the cantileveredramp
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injector, is shown by Sislian and Schumacher7 and Parent and
Sislian8 to be superior to the ramp injector by preventing the fuel
from being mixed with the hot incoming boundary layer and by
generating stronger axial vortices.

To the authors’ knowledge, no parametric study of the effect of
array spacing, injection angle, and sweeping angle on the mixing
performance of a ramp injector at a high convective Mach num-
ber has been reported. Previous work on array spacing includes
the experimental investigation by Waitz et al.,9 showing that at
matched fuel/air velocities a reduction in the injector array spacing
induces better mixing while exhibiting weaker axial vortices. The
use of a swept con� guration has been observed numerically and
experimentally10¡13 to result in stronger axial vortices and better
mixing. However, in all reportedcases the convectiveMach number
is low, not exceeding0.33.The primaryobjectiveof this paperhence
is to assess the effect of array spacing, injection angle, and sweep-
ing angle on the mixing ef� ciency, mass-� ux-averaged stagnation
pressure, and thrust potential of the cantilevered ramp injector at a
convective Mach number of 1.5.

The results are obtained with the Window Allocatable Resolver
for Propulsion (WARP) code outlined in Refs. 6 and 14, solving the
Favre-averagedNavier–Stokes equations closed by the Wilcox k-!
turbulence model15 and the Wilcox dilatational dissipation term16

to account for compressibility effects occurring at high turbulent
Mach number. The marching window acceleration technique14 is
used to obtainfast convergenceto steadystate.The injectorproblems
studied herein are representative of fuel injection in the inlet of a
shcramjet at a � ight Mach number of 11.

Numerical Method
Governing Equations

The three-dimensional multispecies Favre-averaged Navier–
Stokes equations closed by the Wilcox k-! turbulence model15

are solved to steady state. A thermally perfect gas is assumed, and
polynomials17 function of the temperature are used for the determi-
nation of the enthalpy and speci� c heat at constant pressure (valid
in the range 200 < T < 6000 K). The modeling of the dilatational
dissipation correction term by Wilcox16 is added to the turbulence
kinetic energy transport equation to model the effect of reduced
shear-layergrowthat high convectiveMach number,as � rst reported
by Papamoschou and Roshko.2 The addition of the dilatational dis-
sipation model gives accurate shear-layergrowths while not affect-
ing the accuracy of the k-! model in boundary layers, which has
been veri� ed up to a freestream Mach number of 6 (Ref. 6). This
choice of turbulencemodel and compressibilitycorrectionhas been
validated6 vs the experimental data of ramp injectors5;12 with very
good agreement on the basis of the injectant mass fraction con-
tours. The experimental data of ramp injectors in the open literature
are for moderate convective Mach number and moderate axial vor-
tices strength, where the effect of the dilatational dissipation term
is weak. However, the compressibility correction term is included
in this model as it is shown to be necessary when tackling high-
convective-Mach-number � ow� elds16 but also when tackling this
particularcantileveredramp injector at matched fuel/air velocities.6

Discretization and Integration
The governing equations are written in strong conservation form

and discretizedusing second-orderaccurate � nite differencecentral
stencils except for the convection derivative, which is discretized
using the Yee–Roe18;19 � ux-limited method.The cantileveredinjec-
tor � ow� eld can be tackled with the stand-alone Yee–Roe scheme
without the need for an entropy correction term.6 The use of the
Yee entropy correction is detrimental to the accuracy of the dis-
cretization by increasing the amount of numerical diffusion in the
shear layer and boundary layer and is hence avoided. The solution
is iterated in pseudotimeusing a block-implicitapproximatefactor-
izationalgorithmand a linearizationstrategyof the viscous terms by
Chang and Merkle.20 The use of the marching window acceleration
technique14 results in a 10-fold decrease in computing time for the
problems shown herein, and convergence to steady state is reached
typically in 200–300 effective iterations, with a weak dependence
on the grid dimensions. The same convergence criterion as shown

in Ref. 6, which has been determined to be suf� cient for a similar
problemgeometry and � ow conditionsto those used herein, is used.
Structured meshes ranging from 1.5 to 3.2 million nodes are used,
all with a similar mesh density to the grid used in Ref. 6, which is
shown to result in a maximum of 7–22% relative error on the per-
formance parameters of interest.The node spacing at all surfaces is
set to 30 ¹, which translates into a value for yC ranging between
two and three in the mixing region. This has been observed6 to be
suf� ciently small for an accurate representation of the wall shear
stress and boundary-layerpro� les in the injector domain.

Injector Con� guration
In� ow Conditions

The in� ow properties of the air and the fuel are the same for all
con� gurations.Fuel injection is assumed to take place after the � rst
shock in the inlet of an external compression shcramjet at a � ight
Mach number of 11. The shcramjet inlet is designed assuming a
� ight dynamic pressureof 67 kPa, two equal strength inlet shocks, a
900 K temperature prior to the detonation wave, and an inlet length
of 0.7 m. This results in air properties of P D 4758 Pa, T D 462 K,
and M D 7:73 after the � rst inlet shock, which are used as air in� ow
properties for the injection cases studiedherein. The fuel is injected
at a global equivalence ratio of 1, at a convective Mach number
of 1.5, and at matched pressure with the air. This results in in� ow
properties for hydrogen of P D 4758 Pa, T D 410 K, and M D 4:1.
The velocitydifferencebetween the hydrogen jet and the freestream
is 2960 m/s. The hydrogen stagnationtemperature is 1780 K, which
is a desirable high value as the fuel is expected to cool the exposed
surfaces of the engine and of the injector.

Problem Geometry
The present study assumes a slightly longer mixing region length

of 1 m than the inlet length (set to 0.7 m) to account for the increase
in mixing per unit length that is expected to occur because of the
reduction in � ow height by the shocks in the inlet. A schematic of
the cantilevered ramp injector con� guration used for all cases is
shown in Fig. 1. A 1-cm-long fuel runway zone is speci� ed inside
the injector to avoid a singularity in the turbulence and � ow prop-
erties at the point of injection. This alleviates the sensitivity of the
k-! model to the freestreamvalue of ! (Ref. 6). The injection angle
µc and sweep angle Ã are varied for the cantilevered injector. The
cross-sectional area of the fuel per unit depth (along the z coordi-
nate) is the same for all cases, a necessary condition for equal fuel
in� ow conditions and global equivalenceratio. In all cases the wall
temperature is � xed to the air freestream temperature.

The cases in Table 1 have the following terminology: the � rst
letter stands for a cantilevered ramp-injector con� guration, which
is followed by a number related to the convective Mach number of
the system that is � xed for all cases to 1.5. The letter f refers to a
case where the incoming air travels along a 50-cm � at plate before
� owing around the injector, c to a case varying the injection angle,
d to a case where the distance between injectors is varied, and e to

Fig. 1 Design of the cantilevered ramp injector; all dimensions are in
millimeters unless otherwise noted.
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Table 1 Test cases

Case Mesh dimensions Ld , m L f , m µc , deg µe, deg Ã , deg

C5 320£ 187 £ 42 0.04 0.0 10.0 6.0 0.0
C5f 413£ 187 £ 42 0.04 0.5 10.0 6.0 0.0
C5c 320£ 187 £ 42 0.04 0.0 16.0 0.0 0.0
C5c2 320£ 187 £ 42 0.04 0.0 4.0 12.0 0.0
C5d1 320£ 187 £ 32 0.0283 0.0 10.0 6.0 0.0
C5d2 320£ 187 £ 25 0.02 0.0 10.0 6.0 0.0
C5d3 320£ 187 £ 54 0.0566 0.0 10.0 6.0 0.0
C5d4 320£ 187 £ 25 0.01 0.0 10.0 6.0 0.0
C5e 320£ 187 £ 42 0.04 0.0 10.0 6.0 3.5
C5e2 320£ 187 £ 42 0.04 0.0 10.0 6.0 ¡3.5

a case varying the sweeping angle. The turbulent Schmidt number
is set to 1 for all cases.

Boundary Conditions
The schematic of the cantilevered ramp injector con� guration

shown in Fig. 1 assumes an in� nite array of injectors along the z
coordinate. This reduces the size of the computational domains by
� xing symmetry planes at z D Ld=2 and 0. The top boundary(along
the y coordinate)for all con� gurations is set to out� ow, whereas the
bottom boundary is a � xed temperature no-slip wall.

Performance Parameters
Mixing Ef� ciency

The mixing ef� ciency is here de� ned at station b (Fig. 2) as the
ratio between the mass � ow rate of oxygen that would burn and the
mass � ow rate of oxygen entering the computational domain:

´m ´

R
b

cR
O2

d PmR
a

cO2 d Pm
(1)

where the integral on the denominator corresponds to 1.363 kg/ms
multiplied by the domain depth. The � ow exiting the top boundary
of the domain is taken into account.The fact that Eq. (1) assumes the
fuel/air mixture to burn independentlyof the equivalenceratio leads
to an overestimationof the mixing ef� ciency when the equivalence
ratio does not lie within the � ammability limits of hydrogen/air
chemistry, that is, 0:1 < Á < 7 at atmosphericpressure.The reacting
mass fraction of oxygen corresponds to

cR
O2

D

(
cO2 if cH2 > cS

H2

cS
O2

cH2

¯
cS

H2
otherwise (2)

with the stoichiometric mass fraction of hydrogen cS
H2

equal to
0.02876 and the stoichiometric mass fraction of oxygen cS

O2
equal

to 0.22824.

Averaged Stagnation Pressure
The mass-� ux-averaged stagnation pressure can be expressed as

P±
ave ´

R
b

P± d PmR
b

d Pm
(3)

where the stagnationpressure P± is de� ned as the pressureobtained
when the � ow is deceleratedto stagnationon a reversiblepath.When
de� ned in this manner, the stagnationpressurecan be used as a mea-
sureof irreversiblephenomena.The effectof turbulenceis takeninto
account throughoutthe path to stagnationby freezingthe turbulence
kinetic energy, that is,

k D constant (4)

For a noncaloricallyperfect gas it is not possible to obtain a closed-
form solution for the stagnation pressure, and one must resort to a
numerical integrationof the momentumequationfrom the � ow state
P? D P?

b , ½ D ½b , q D qb to the stagnation state P? D P± , ½ D ½±,
q D 0:

Z P±

P?
b

dP? D
Z 0

qb

¡½q dq (5)

where ½ is updated after each small step from the thermally perfect
gas equation of state

½ D P?
¯¡

RT C 2
3
k
¢

(6)

with the temperature T determined from the conservation of total
enthalpy, which is solely a function of the temperature and the � ow
speed caused by the turbulencekinetic energy being constant along
the integration path. Hence, the enthalpy can be expressed as

h D ¡q2=2 C hb C q2
b

¯
2 (7)

from which T can be found directly. Then, Eq. (5) can be refor-
matted, assuming thermally perfect but not necessarily calorically
perfect gas, to

P± D P?
b exp

³ Z qb

0

q

RT C 2
3
k

dq

´
(8)

which, in the special case of a calorically perfect gas, becomes the
well-known algebraic expression for the compressible stagnation
pressure provided the sound speed is taken as [ 2

3 ° k C .° ¡ 1/h]1=2,
as speci� ed in Ref. 14. For the governing equations tackled herein
(which do not assume the gas to be caloricallyperfect), it is essential
to determinethe integralof Eq. (8)numerically,with the temperature
found from the conservation of total enthalpy. The Simpson rule
using 300 steps is found to give an accurate enough value for P±.
Note that the turbulence kinetic energy k is constant along the path
to stagnation,which follows from the omission of the source terms
for the k and ! transport equations when integrating P±.

Thrust Potential
Because the mixing region is subject to signi� cant total temper-

ature variations, the mass-� ux-averaged stagnation pressure is not
indicativeof the real losses incurred in the fuel/air mixing problem,
and, therefore, cannot be directly related to the thrust of the en-
gine. The thrust potential addresses this issue by measuring exactly
how much thrust the enginewould generateby taking the difference
in momentum between the engine outlet and inlet, with the outlet
found from a reversible expansion of the � ow at the station where
the thrust potential is to be evaluated.Referring to Fig. 2, the thrust
potential is de� ned as21

thrust potential ´
µZ

c

.½u2 C P?/ dA ¡
Z

a

.½u2 C P?/ dA

¶¿
Pm

(9)

where Pm can be taken as the mass � ow rate of air throughthe engine,
equal in this case to 5.91 kg/s for a domain depth of 1 m. For the
engine con� guration shown in Fig. 2, the thrust potential can be
readily determined as the differencebetween the outlet momentum
and the inlet momentum, minus the shear stresses on the top and
bottom boundaries of the engine. The drag on the exterior of the

Fig. 2 Hypersonic engine schematic: top, control volume boundaries
used to determine the thrust of the engine; bottom, control volume
boundaries used to determine the thrust potential at station b, with
the � ow reversibly expanded from station b to station c.
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engine is largely independent of the � ow� eld characteristics inside
theengineand is ignoredfor thedeterminationof the thrustpotential.
Further,Fig. 2 implies that the � ow areaat the outletmatches the one
at the inlet. This is a reasonable assumption because scramjet � ows
are typicallyunderexpanded22 with a pressureat the exitgreaterthan
ambient, and the area cannotbe made much larger than the inlet area
to minimize the drag forces on the external surfaces. Therefore the
de� nition of the thrust potential is based on a � xed outlet area,
equal to the inlet area, with the pressure speci� ed to be equal for all
streamlines at the outlet, but not forced to a speci� c value. This is
possible if the area increase ratio for each streamline is allowed to
differ in such a way that all streamlines at station c exhibit the same
pressure.

Implementation
The determinationof the thrust potential at station b is performed

iteratively.The � rst stepconsistsof guessinga desiredpressureat the
exit P?

c and in � nding the velocity at station c reversibly expanded
from each point at station b. The velocity at the exit is here referred
to by qc and is found by numerically differentiating

dq

dP?
D ¡

RT C 2
3
k

P?q
(10)

from qb and P?
b until P?

c is reached. For the � ow regions where the
stagnation pressure [as calculated from Eq. (8)] is less than P?

c , the
contributionto the thrust potential is ignored.The turbulencekinetic
energy k is held constant throughout the differentiation, and the
temperature can be expressed as a function of the magnitude of the
velocityvectorq from the conservationof total enthalpy. In the case
of a caloricallyperfect gas, the latter can be integrated analytically,
but for a high-temperaturegas a numerical differentiationusing the
modi� ed Euler algorithm19 and 300 steps is used. Equation (10)
yields Tc, ½c , and qc for each streamline. Because the total area at
station c is to match the area at the engine entrance, the problem is
closed when

f
¡
P?

c

¢
D Ac

¡
P?

c

¢
¡ Aa D

Z

b

1

½cqc
d Pm ¡ Aa (11)

is minimized, yielding P?
c . Then, each point at station b can be

expanded a last time through Eq. (10) to the correct exit pressure,
giving a thrust potential equal to

Fpot D ¡Fpot;ref C
Z

b

½cq2
c C P?

c

½cqc
d Pm

¿
Pmair;engine (12)

For the shcramjetconsideredherein theareaat the inletand outlet Aa

correspondsto 0:075 £ Ld m2, whereasthe referencethrustpotential
Fpot; ref is set to 3403 m/s. If the thrust potential is applied to a
� ow� eld obtained using a numerical method that is not in control-
volume form, it is necessary to multiply the second term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (12) by the ratio between the exact mass � ow
and the numerical mass � ow at station b, which typically differs
very slightly from unity. This correction is performed to alleviate
the dependenceof the thrust potential to small (� ctitious)variations
in the mass � ow rate present in a � ow� eld generated by a non-
control-volumenumerical method.

Alternate Formulation
Assuming a calorically perfect gas, and no turbulence, the thrust

potential expressed in Eq. (12) can be shown to be equal to

Fpot D ¡Fpot;ref C
Z

b

8.T ±/8.P±/ d Pm
¿

Pmair;engine (13)

where 8.T ±/ and 8.P±/ correspond to

8.T ±/ D
³

2RT±

j

´ 1
2

(14)

8.P±/ D 1 C . j=2 ¡ 1/.Pc=P±/ j

£
1 ¡ .Pc=P±/ j

¤ 1
2

(15)

a)

b)

Fig. 3 Thrust potential terms ©(T±) and ©(P± ), as de� ned in Eqs. (14)
and (15) using ° = 1.4.

and with j D .° ¡ 1/=° . In Eqs. (14) and (15) the stagnation pres-
sure P± and temperature T ± correspond to the well-known expres-
sions for a calorically and thermally perfect gas with no turbulence.
The function 8.P±/ is plotted vs P±=Pc in Fig. 3a, and the in� u-
ence of the latter on the thrust potential is seen not to be too severe,
even when P±=Pc decreases 10-fold. The maximum fraction of the
incoming momentum � ux that can be taken away by a loss in stag-
nation pressure is seen to be »30% for ° D 1:4. However, a cut of
30% of the incoming momentum can still be quite considerable,es-
pecially at high � ight speeds. Further, it is seen to be very desirable
to lower Pc , and hence raising the ratio P±=Pc where a change in
the stagnation pressure has a lesser impact on the thrust potential.
This is very important for hypersonicengineswhere severaloblique
shocks are present throughwhich the � ow experienceshigh changes
in stagnation pressure but no change in stagnation temperature.

Figure 3b shows the relation between RT± and 8.T ±/, where
a high dependence of the thrust potential on the stagnation tem-
perature is observed, which is at the origin of the inadequacy of
the mass-� ux-averagedstagnationpressure in assessing losses. Fur-
thermore, the importanceof calculatingthe pressureat the exit Pc is
made clearer, as the exit pressure is always coupledwith the stagna-
tion pressurein Eq. (15).Expanding the � ow to ambientpressure,as
opposed to � nding the exit pressure iteratively, could lead to some
quite large errors and would be just as erroneous as not evaluating
the stagnation pressure correctly.

Results and Discussion
Injector Array Spacing

This subsection investigates a change in injector array spacing
on the mixing performance of the cantilevered ramp injector. The
injector depth (along the z coordinate) is varied proportionally to
the array spacing, such that the global equivalenceratio and the inlet
conditions of both air and hydrogen streams do not depend on the
array spacing. To enable a fair comparison, it is important to keep
the global equivalence ratio and the in� ow properties of the fuel
constant, as those are known to affect the mixing considerably.6

The injector spacing distance Ld is set to 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, and
0.057 m for cases C5d4, C5d2, C5, and C5d3 for which the fuel/air
interface length per unit depth corresponds to 5, 3, 2, and 1.71,
respectively. In the near � eld this parameter is the most represen-
tative of the mixing ef� ciency increase along x , as can be seen in
Fig. 4, where the averagemixing ef� ciency growth rate corresponds
to 1.04, 0.68, 0.46, and 0.36 units per meter, where the ratios match
the ratios of the fuel/air interface length per unit depth. This is a
consequenceof the limiting effect of the dilatationaldissipation on
turbulence growth at high turbulent Mach number. The high Mt

is a consequence of the high shear stresses induced by the axial
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vortices and by the fuel/air velocity difference. Without the addi-
tion of the compressibility correction term in the turbulencemodel,
the correspondencebetween initialfuel/air interfacelengthand mix-
ing ef� ciency would not be present in the near � eld because of the
sensitivityof the mixing layer growth to the axial vortices,which are
reduced for small array spacing (Fig. 5). The important reduction
in the mixing ef� ciency growth in the far � eld for cases C5d2 and
C5d4 is attributed to the decrease in fuel/air contact surface area to
the one exhibited by a two-dimensional planar con� guration, with
mixing only occurring at the top surface (Fig. 6).

Fig. 4 Comparison between the mixing ef� ciency of cases C5
(Ld = 0.04), C5d2 (Ld = 0.02), C5d3 (Ld = 0.057), and C5d4 (Ld = 0.01).

Fig. 5 Velocity vectors on a yz plane at x = 0.32 m for cases C5
(Ld = 0.04), C5d2 (Ld = 0.02), and C5d4 (Ld = 0.01); the arrow length is
proportional to the magnitude of the cross-stream velocity vector, with
the maximum length corresponding to 615 m/s.

Fig. 6 Equivalence ratio contours at x = 0.48 m for cases C5d4
(Ld = 0.01 m), C5d2 (Ld = 0.02 m), and C5 (Ld = 0.04 m).

Fig. 7 Comparison between the x-velocity contours of cases C5
(Ld = 0.04), C5d2 (Ld = 0.02), and C5d4 (Ld = 0.01) at x = 0; the contours
start at u = 300 m/s and end at u = 5400 m/s at increments of 300 m/s.

Fig. 8 Thrust potential of cases C5 (Ld = 0.04), C5d2 (Ld = 0.02), C5d3
(Ld = 0.057), and C5d4 (Ld = 0.01).

For an injector spacing less than the injector height (i.e., cases
C5d2 and C5d4), the axial vortices are not strong enough to entrain
enough incoming air below the fuel to prevent the hydrogen from
entering the hot boundary layer, as shown by the equivalence ratio
contours of Fig. 6. The reduction in strength of the axial vortices
is attributed to the attenuated pressure difference between the � ow
above the injector and the � ow on the injector side, which is a
consequenceof 1) the higher pressure between injectors inducedby
the increased area occupied by the boundary layer as seen in Fig. 7
and 2) the � attening of the shock above the injector.

Shown in Fig. 8, the thrust potential prior to injection decreases
almost by a factor of two between cases C5d2 and C5d4 but does
not vary signi� cantly between cases C5 and C5d3. This is because
of the thrust potential losses being boundary-layer dominated at a
small array spacing, while being shock dominated at a high array
spacing. Interestingly, this trend does not show up as much in the
evaluation of the mass-� ux-averaged stagnation pressure of Fig. 9.
This is attributed to the high dependence of the thrust potential on
1) the stagnation temperature [as shown in Eq. (13)], which varies
in the boundary layer, and 2) the backpressureof the engine, which
is shown to vary considerablywith the array spacing in Fig. 10.

Injection Angle
A parametric study of the injection angle is now given through

cases C5c2, C5, and C5c, which use an injection angle of 4, 10,
and 16 deg, respectively.At a higher angle the vortex originatingat
the top of the injector is stronger and induces greater magnitudes
of the cross-streamvelocityvector resulting in a more rapid motion
of the fuel. The action of the top vortex on the fuel jet is shown
through the equivalence ratio contours of Fig. 11. However, the
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Fig. 9 Averaged stagnation pressure for cases C5 (Ld = 0.04), C5d2
(Ld = 0.02), C5d3 (Ld = 0.057), and C5d4 (Ld = 0.01).

Fig. 10 Backpressure P?
c (needed to determine P±) of cases C5

(Ld = 0.04), C5d2 (Ld = 0.02), C5d3 (Ld = 0.057), and C5d4 (Ld = 0.01).

a)

b)

Fig. 11 Equivalence ratio contours of cases a) C5c2 (µc = 4 deg) and b)
C5c (µc = 16 deg), with the contours located at Á = 0.2, 1, 2; : : : ; 7.

Fig. 12 Mixing ef� ciency of cases C5 (µc = 10 deg), C5c (µc = 16 deg),
and C5c2 (µc = 4 deg).

Fig. 13 Effective pressure contours at x = 0.03 m of cases C5c2
(µc = 4 deg) and C5c (µc = 16 deg); the contours start at P? = 1 kPa and
end at P? = 13 kPa, at intervals of 2 kPa.

stronger vortex does not result directly into more mixing because it
does not increase the contact surface between the hydrogen and the
air. The fuel/air contact surface is even decreased in the near � eld
compared to a low-angled injection by approximately50%, a result
of the hydrogen jet compressionby the higher surroundingpressure.
This seems to contradict the fact that the mixing ef� ciency growth
in the near � eld is about two times higher for case C5c than for case
C5c2 in Fig. 12. While decreasing the fuel/air contact surface, the
higher pressure of case C5c (Fig. 13) is at the origin of the twofold
difference in growth of the mixing ef� ciency. It is reminded that
the mixing-layer growth is pressure independent, and because of a
higher density of the � ow at higher pressuresthe mixing layer spans
throughmore mass � ux of air and fuel, hence increasingthe mixing
ef� ciency growth.

The trend between the mixing ef� ciencies in the near � eld might
not be all physical. At a high injection angle the fuel travels at a
steep angle with the grid lines especiallynear the point of injection.
This creates more numerical diffusion and results in more mixing.
A grid-convergence study is performed using three different grid
levels for a similar � ow� eld,6 where it is indeed observed that the
mixing ef� ciency is more sensitive to the grid in the near � eld.

The most striking difference in the equivalence ratio contours of
Fig. 11, aside from the diminished streamwise vortex strength at
lower µc , is the considerably shorter distance between the fuel and
the bottom wall at a low injection angle. The direct cause of the
less pronounced fuel penetration is the lower pressure of the air
� owing under and between injectors at a lower injection angle. A
lower pressure induces a lower density, which in turn induces a less
pronouncedmass � ux of air � owing under the injector.This creates
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Fig. 14 Comparison between the thrust potential of cases C5
(µc = 10 deg), C5c (µc = 16 deg), and C5c2 (µc = 4 deg).

Fig. 15 Averaged stagnation pressure of cases C5 (µc = 10 deg), C5c
(µc = 16 deg), and C5c2 (µc = 4 deg).

the voidlike effect entraining the fuel to the wall that is observable
in Fig. 11. For the µc D 4-degcase, the fuel enters the boundarylayer
at x D 0:1 m, and is everywhere in the boundary layer for x greater
than 0.8 m. It is emphasized that a combustible mixture in the hot
boundary layer is undesirable as the fuel injection is intended to
occur in the inlet of a high-speed� ight vehicle,where no premature
ignition is desired.

Figure 14 shows a � vefold increasein losses prior to injectionbe-
tween cases C5c (µc D 16 deg) and C5c2 (µc D 4 deg), with a similar
thrust potential decrease observable in the far � eld for both cases.
This is caused by the thrust potential loss originating mostly from
the shock atop the injector, which exits the domain at x » 0:10 m
(caused by the out� ow boundary condition speci� ed at the top of
the domain). Should the top boundary condition be � xed to a wall
instead of out� ow, multiple shock re� ections throughout the mix-
ing region would probablymaintain the � vefold difference in thrust
potential throughout the � ow� eld. In this case the mass-averaged
stagnation pressure (shown in Fig. 15) is a good indicator of the
losses caused by the latter being strongly linked to the high strength
shock over the injector, where the stagnation temperature is con-
served. It has already been shown [see Eq. (13)] that at constant
stagnationtemperaturethe thrust potentialdependsonly on the stag-
nation pressure and ambient pressure. For the low-angle injection
case (case C5c2) the decrease in mixing ef� ciency far downstream
for x > 0:65 m (as shown in Fig. 12) is as a result of the reduced
fuel/air contact surface caused by a rapid erosion of the air pocket
between the fuel and the wall. On the other hand, the decrease in
mixing for case C5c in the far � eld is believed to be related to a
numerical accuracy issue: as the fuel/air mixture exits the domain
through the top boundary at approximately x D 0:6 m, it does not
contributeanymore to the mixing ef� ciency growth,which progres-
sively diminishes.

Incoming Boundary Layer
One might expect a higher amount of turbulenceat injectiongen-

erated through a long � at plate as in case C5f (with L f D 0:5 m in
Fig. 1) to increase the turbulence present through the mixing layer.
An increased amount of turbulence could then contribute to the
mixing-layerspread and hence augment the mixing ef� ciency. This
trend is observed by the authors for a ramp injector where the tur-
bulent Mach number is low (case shown in Waitz et al.5) and where
the addition of an incoming � at plate prior to the injector increases
the mixing ef� ciency. The turbulence induced through a velocity
difference between fuel and air and through the cross-stream shear
stressescreatedby the axial vorticesis nonethelessvery weak for the
Waitz case, and compressibilityeffectsplay a minor role. For the C5
case shown herein the compressibilityeffects limit the mixing-layer

Fig. 16 Mixing ef� ciency of cases C5e2 (–3.5-deg sweeping angle), C5,
C5f (with a 50-cm-long incoming � at plate prior to injection), and C5e
(3.5-deg sweeping angle).

a)

b)

Fig. 17 Contours of the mass � ux of oxygen in the x direction (½ucO2
)

at a) x = 0 m and b) x = 0.7 m for cases C5, C5f, C5e, and C5e2; the
contour lines start at 4 kg/m2s until 28 kg/m2s at intervals of 4 kg/m2s.
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a)

b)

Fig. 18 Comparison of the vector traces (created from the velocity components along x and y only) between cases a) C5f and b) C5 in the symmetry
plane in between the injectors. The vector traces originate on the in� ow plane at y = 0.001, 0.003; : : : ; 0:011, 0.013 m for both cases.

growth, and the addition of incoming turbulence does not help the
spreadingrate. Figure 16 shows even a decreasein mixing ef� ciency
when a � at plate is concatenatedto the cantileveredinjectordomain.
The decreaseis not too pronouncedand has a highereffect far down-
streamat x > 0:5 m, which is attributedto a decreaseof oxygenmass
� ow under the fuel (see Fig. 17). For x > 0:7 m this affects the mix-
ing ef� ciency growth by reducing the contact surface area between
fuel and air, especiallyfar downstream,where the cushion is almost
all eroded. A comparison of the streamlines between cases C5 and
C5f in Fig. 18 reveals that the reduced amount of oxygen between
the fuel and the wall is caused by the lifting effect on the incoming
air by the boundary layer.

Sweeping Angle
The use of a sweeping angle has been observed by others10¡13 to

result into stronger axial vortices and better overall mixing charac-
teristics. However, for the cantilevered ramp injector shown herein
at a convective Mach number of 1.5 the opposite trend is observed:
as the sweeping angle is increased to 3.5 deg, the mixing ef� ciency
decreases by 17%, as shown in Fig. 16. The use of a swept con� gu-
ration is not bene� cial to the mixing ef� ciency at a high convective
Mach number because of the growth of the mixing layer already
being limited by the dilatational dissipation term. Although it is
true that the addition of stronger axial vortices results in stronger
cross-streamshear stresses, this does not translate into more mixing
as the mixing-layergrowth is limited by the compressibilityeffects.
Further, it can be seen in Fig. 17 that the use of a sweeping con-
� guration decreases signi� cantly the amount of oxygen � owing on
the sidesof the cantileveredinjector.This is a direct consequenceof
the swept con� guration creating a stronger and � atter shock wave
above the injector, which de� ects the incoming air upwards and
hence diminishes the oxygen mass � ux on the sides of the injec-
tor. This results in a reduction of the air cushion under the fuel
later downstream. It is emphasized that the reduction in air� ow rate
under and between injectors is detrimental for two reasons: 1) it
reduces the air cushionbetween the fuel and the hot boundary layer,
which increases the chance of premature ignition (an undesirable
feature, as this injection study simulates fuel injection in the inlet
of a detonation-wave ramjet); and 2) far downstream, it eventually
reduces the contact surface area between fuel and air, as the mixing
layer “runs out” of air mass � ow near the wall. The second reason is
the cause of the reduction of 17% in the mixing ef� ciency between
cases C5 and C5e observable in Fig. 16. Interestingly, the use of a
negative sweeping angle results in a more pronouncedfuel penetra-
tion as attested by the equivalenceratio contours of Fig. 19. This is
because the sides of the injector are acting as compressionsurfaces,
hence entraininga greater amount of oxygen mass � ux between the
ramps at the point of injection (see Fig. 17a). The higher amount
of oxygen at the base of the ramps, entrained under the fuel by the
axial vortices, increases the size of the air buffer under the fuel later
downstream. This results in a greater fuel/air contact surface, and

Fig. 19 Contours of the equivalence ratio at x = 1.0 m for cases C5, C5f
(50-cm-long� atplate), C5e (3.5-degsweeping angle), andC5e2 (–3.5-deg
sweeping angle); the contour lines are at Á = 0.2, 1, 2; : : : ; 5.

consequently,the observed increaseof 28% of the mixing ef� ciency
between case C5e (Ã D 3:5 deg) and case C5e2 (Ã D ¡3:5 deg).

Conclusions
A parametric study of the variation of the injector array spacing

shows that the mixing ef� ciencyat the domain exit is maximal for an
array spacingequal to the height of the injector.Reducing the spac-
ing diminishesconsiderablythe axial vorticesstrengthbut increases
the contact surfacebetween fuel and air at the point of injection.The
rate of growth of the mixing ef� ciency in the near� eld is observed
to be directly related to the fuel/air contact surface at injection.The
decrease in the axial vortices strength at a small array spacing pre-
vents enough air from being entrained under the fuel jet, resulting
in a combustible mixture present in the boundary layer. Because of
the higher shock strength present above the injector, a high angle of
injection translates into signi� cantly more losses: injecting the fuel
at 16 deg results in a twofold increase in the thrust potential losses
compared to injectionat 4 deg with an associatedincreasein mixing
ef� ciency of 9%.

If the cantileveredramp injector is destined to be used in the inlet
of a shcramjet where premature burning should be avoided, it must
be ensuredthat no fuel enters the hothypersonicboundary layer.For
some of the test cases obtained, it is found that hydrogen enters the
boundary layer because of the reduction of the air cushion between
the fuel jet and the wall. The reduction in the air cushion is caused
by weakened axial vortices and/or by a lower air mass � ux � owing
under the fuel at the point of injection. It is observed that an air
cushion between the wall and the hydrogen is suf� ciently thick to
prevent fuel in the boundary layer when 1) the fuel is injected at
an angle of »10 deg or more, 2) an array spacing of at least the
height of the injector is used, and 3) a swept ramp con� guration is
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avoided. An incoming boundary layer with a thickness of 15% the
injectorheight is noticednot to diminishsigni� cantlythe air cushion
between the fuel and the wall,whereas a sweepingangleof¡3.5 deg
is observed to result into signi� cantly better fuel penetration.

The mass-� ux-averaged stagnation pressure is shown to be de-
� cient in assessing the losses because of the strong dependency of
the thrust potential on the backpressure of the engine and on vari-
ations of the � ow stagnation temperature. To correctly assess the
impact of the backpressureon the losses, the thrust potential is here
determined by reversibly expanding the � ow to a � xed area and by
imposing the same pressureon all streamlines.The additionin thrust
potentialby the fuel momentum is seen to be greater than the losses
incurred by irreversible phenomena for all cases studied herein.
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